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Abstract
NLP models are biased by the data they are001
trained on, including how it is annotated, but002
NLP research increasingly examines the social003
biases of models, often in the light of their004
training data. This paper is first to examine to005
what extent social bias is sensitive to how data006
is annotated. We do so by collecting annota-007
tions of arguments in the same documents fol-008
lowing four different guidelines and from four009
different demographic annotator backgrounds.010
We show that annotations exhibit widely dif-011
ferent levels of group disparity depending on012
which guidelines annotators follow. The dif-013
ferences are not explained by task complexity,014
but rather by characteristics of these groups, as015
previously identified by sociological studies.016

1 Introduction017

Argument mining is one of the most important and018

popular tasks at the intersection of natural language019

processing and the social sciences. Still, it suffers020

from “a lack of a standardized methodology for021

annotation” (Lawrence and Reed, 2019).1 Simul-022

taneously, what constitutes an argument may be023

sensitive to social biases. Such social biases have024

already been documented for related tasks such as025

fake news identification (Rampersad and Althiyabi,026

2020; van der Linden et al., 2020) and stance de-027

tection (Joseph et al., 2017). One way in which028

annotation guidelines differ is how much evidence029

they require for something to be an argument, from030

guidelines that essentially equate claims with argu-031

ments (Morante et al., 2020) to guidelines in which032

1Lippi and Torroni (2016) provide a survey of the life of
argument(ation) mining in its first, approximately, ten years.
They also clearly outline how diverse the approaches to argu-
ment mining are, i.e. there are various definitions of what con-
stitutes an argument, how to model arguments, the granularity
of both the input and the target, and hence how arguments
are annotated for training. They identify three steps in a full
argumentation mining pipeline: argumentative sentence detec-
tion, argument component boundary detection, and argument
structure prediction. In this work, we focus on annotation
schemes used for argumentative sentence detection.

Figure 1: We re-annotate data in two domains across
four annotation guidelines and four demographics (par-
ticipant groups), as defined by political alignment and
gender – to study the interaction of these three vari-
ables. We show that some guidelines promote cross-
group differences and that this effect does not depend
on task complexity.

evidence is a necessary component of an argument 033

(Shnarch et al., 2020). In addition to fairness, anno- 034

tation guidelines must be applicable across topics 035

or domains (Stab et al., 2018). In this paper, we 036

compare how different demographics interpret dif- 037

ferent guidelines and how they subsequently agree 038

on how to annotate for arguments. 039

Contributions We use Prolific2 to crowd-source 040

an argument annotation task in conjunction with 041

a demographic survey, creating a dataset of sen- 042

tences with multiple annotations, balanced across 043

four guidelines, gender, and political alignment. 044

We show that cross-group Cohen’s kappa is sig- 045

nificantly lower than the values reported in pre- 046

vious work, suggesting social differences in how 047

guidelines are interpreted. We see clear differences 048

in how much groups vary when annotating with 049

different guidelines: Cross-group differences are 050

particularly pronounced when comparing male con- 051

servatives with other groups, except in the case of 052

2mTurk does not enable balanced recruitment across par-
ticipant groups. We include an mTurk replication of our study
without balanced groups in the appendix for interested read-
ers. Tendencies are similar, but with less support for minority
participant groups.
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the annotation guidelines presented in Stab et al.053

(2018), which is also the guideline exhibiting the054

highest inter-annotator agreement scores in gen-055

eral. We stress that bias – not disagreement – is056

what has to be mitigated. If we are interested in a057

definition of arguments that promotes cross-group058

differences, we need to recruit a diverse set of anno-059

tators (to avoid downstream bias), while for other060

task definitions, this is less important. Annotations061

and demographic survey responses will be made062

publicly available along with IDs for correspond-063

ing sentences that are from the dataset of Stab et al.064

(2018).065

2 Task Definitions in Argument Mining066

What is an Argument? An argument is made067

up of propositions, which are statements that are068

either true or false. Such statements are also com-069

monly known as claims. An argument needs to070

have at least two claims, one being the conclusion,071

also sometimes referred to as the major claim, and072

at least one reason backing up the conclusion often073

called the premise. Arguments are used to justify074

or explain claims, and argumentation is usually075

connected to the task of convincing or persuading076

others, but that need not be the purpose of any argu-077

ment (Sinnott-Armstrong and Fogelin, 2014). Ac-078

cording to Palau and Moens (2009), there are sev-079

eral definitions of an argument, but the (minimal)080

definition given above – namely that an argument081

is formed by premises and a conclusion made up082

of propositions – is common to all. The definition083

given here deals with explicit arguments. However,084

implicit arguments can be inferred from less than085

two propositions (i.e. only one proposition from086

where both the conclusion and premise can be in-087

ferred) and from sentences that are not propositions088

(e.g. questions and imperatives). Such implicit089

arguments are naturally more complex (and am-090

biguous) and therefore rarely touched in argument091

mining (Jo et al., 2020).092

Task Definitions NLP papers are not always ex-093

plicit about what they mean by claim. Sometimes094

claim means conclusion, while other times it seems095

to indicate either the premise or both the con-096

clusion and premises (as both parts are formally097

claims/propositions). The lack of explicitness can098

make comparing data and systems tricky at times.099

This section describes the definitions used in four100

argument mining papers and their respective guide-101

lines that we will explore further in this study. The102

four papers have been chosen based on the avail- 103

ability of annotation guidelines, the extent to which 104

they have been cited, and, most importantly, on 105

the goals of the annotations being very similar, 106

although formulated in different ways. In the fol- 107

lowing, we will underline how their definitions fit 108

with the definition given above and each other. 109

Morante et al. (2020) use the term claim to re- 110

fer to the conclusion and the term premise for the 111

rest of the argument. They use the term “claim- 112

like” to describe sentences that are either claims or 113

premises which resemble claims, with the reason- 114

ing that: “Since premises are frequently claim-like 115

statements and express the stance of the author, 116

we do not exclude them from the annotation task.” 117

Morante et al. (2020) therefore focus the annotation 118

task on finding such claim-like sentences. They fur- 119

thermore define claims as opinionated statements 120

wrt some topic, but do not require annotators to dis- 121

tinguish between supporting or opposing claims. 122

Levy et al. (2018) define the term claim as “the 123

assertion the argument aims to prove”. Hence, 124

they similarly use this term to describe the conclu- 125

sion. They do not mention the argument’s premises, 126

but they use a simple annotation guideline that fo- 127

cuses on finding statements that clearly support 128

or contest a given topic. In their guideline, they 129

put forward a rule of thumb for correctly iden- 130

tifying such statements: “If it is natural to say 131

‘I (don’t) think that <topic>, because <marked 132

statement>’, then you should probably select ‘Ac- 133

cept’. Otherwise, you should probably select ‘Re- 134

ject”’. For this rule of thumb, the example topic 135

is “We should ban the sale of violent video games 136

to minors”. The example seems to contradict the 137

earlier definition of a claim because the topic itself 138

is a proposition (claim) that functions as a conclu- 139

sion. In contrast, the statement functions as the 140

premise of the argument. However, they work with 141

claims under the definition of “context-dependent 142

claims”, which explains the seeming contraction. 143

They define context-dependent claims as “a gen- 144

eral, concise statement that directly supports or 145

contests the given Topic”. Therefore, they are in 146

practice not working with claims in the form of 147

conclusions, but instead, they are working with 148

any claim/proposition/premise directly linked to 149

the topic/conclusion. They require annotators to 150

distinguish whether the claim is pro or contra a 151

topic. Stab et al. (2018) likewise use a context- 152

dependent approach. Still, while Levy et al. (2018) 153
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No. Authors Task focus Guidelines IAA

G1 Morante et al. (2020) context-independent
claim-like sentence detection

https://git.io/J1OKR F-score = 42.4 (between
token-level annotations)

G2 Levy et al. (2018) context-dependent
claim detection

See Figure 6 Cohen’s κ = 0.58

G3 Stab et al. (2018) context-dependent
claim+premise detection

See Table 4 Cohen’s κ = 0.721
for two expert annotators
over 200 sentences, for
two non-experts κ ≈ 0.4

G4 Shnarch et al. (2018) context-dependent
claim+premise detection

See Figure 7 Fleiss’ κ = 0.45

Table 1: Overview of annotation guidelines used in our experiments. Descriptions are of the unmodified guidelines
and inter-annotator agreement (IAA) are those reported in the respective papers. G2-4 are in the appendix. We
describe G2-4 as context-dependent because the topic in connection to the sentence is an integral part of the
argument and evaluating stance. We call G1 context-independent because, even though the topic is provided, it
does not ask annotators to take the topic nor stance towards it into account for recognizing a claim.

use topics that resemble the conclusions of argu-154

ments, Stab et al. use more general topics such as155

“minimum wage”, that does not reflect a conclu-156

sion in itself. Hence, in principle, the (rest of the)157

conclusion should be present in the sentence itself158

since the sentence should, in principle, contain a159

complete argument. Unlike both Morante et al. and160

Levy et al. who use the word claim as the subject161

of interest, Stab et al. do explicitly use the word162

argument. They also use an additional explicit re-163

quirement in their definition of an argument: It164

must provide evidence or reasoning that can be165

used to support or contest the topic (which essen-166

tially says that there should be a claim or premise167

backing up another claim or conclusion). Like168

Levy et al., they require annotators to distinguish169

between supporting and opposing arguments.170

Shnarch et al. (2018) use the term claim as mean-171

ing the conclusion and define the premise as a type172

of evidence. They work specifically with what they173

call evidence sentences and try to detect sentences174

that contain evidence that can be used to support175

or clearly contest a given topic. The topics are the176

same conclusion-like topics as Levy et al. (2018).177

Although detecting evidence might sound like a178

different task, it very much resembles the approach179

of Stab et al. (2018) who say that a sentence should180

not be accepted if it only contains a claim – some181

evidence must back up the claim. Since Stab et al.182

also accepts reasoning as sufficient backing of a183

claim, Shnarch et al. are a bit more strict concern-184

ing this requirement.185

Complexity In Table 1, we give an overview of186

the four studies and directions to their guidelines.187

We enumerate them and refer to their guidelines 188

as G(uideline )1–4. We try to make the number- 189

ing reflect the level of requirements that must be 190

fulfilled before a sentence can be marked as a 191

claim/argument – which we may also refer to as 192

complexity – with the fourth guideline requiring 193

most. While G3 and G4 require backing (premises) 194

for claims, G2 and G1 only require claims to be 195

present and opinionated. Ranking G1 and G2 is 196

difficult; G1 is longer and has more examples than 197

the others, but G2 requires annotators to distinguish 198

between pro and claims con a given topic. Before 199

using these annotation guidelines for re-annotating 200

data, we make some important modifications which 201

we explain in section 3.2. Most importantly, the ex- 202

act role of the context-dependency is modified such 203

that all guidelines may work with non-conclusive 204

topics. In Table 1, we show the agreement between 205

annotators in the original studies, indicating the 206

complexity of the respective tasks. 207

3 Bias 208

In this paper, we study bias in the the annotations 209

of arguments in online debates. The ability to mine 210

arguments for and against positions in online de- 211

bates is critical in monitoring public sentiment and 212

combating misinformation. Often such debates are 213

controversial, associated with high engagement, 214

and susceptible to social bias. Men and women, for 215

example, are known to exhibit different behavior 216

in such debates (Sun et al., 2020), with men being 217

more active than women (Tsai et al., 2015). There 218

is some evidence of gender differences in both the 219

writing of and reasoning about arguments (Preiss 220
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et al., 2013), and overwhelming evidence of gender221

differences in perception and attention in general222

(Halpern, 2012). Similar differences in online de-223

bate behavior have been found for conservatives224

and liberals (Feinberg and Willer, 2015; Chen et al.,225

2021), as well as differences in how arguments226

are perceived (Lakoff, 2006; Gampa et al., 2019).227

Based on this, we hypothesize that the subjective228

nature of the task, as well as these observations,229

lead to demographic differences in how arguments230

are annotated. Of course, the extent to which ar-231

gument annotation is subjective and susceptible to232

demographic bias depends on how arguments are233

defined in the task definitions or annotation guide-234

lines. Different definitions will be more or less235

sensitive to disparate interpretations. One reason236

we think political alignment is likely to surface237

as a bias is what is known as the affect heuristic238

(Slovic et al., 2007). The affect heuristic can be239

described as a cognitive shortcut whereby a deci-240

sion is made based on an emotional response, such241

as evaluating the quality of an argument based on242

your attitude towards it and will be predominant243

when the task involves a high degree of uncertainty244

(ambiguity). Disparate interpretations may also re-245

sult from framing effects (Tversky and Kahneman,246

1981). Something that could potentially affect an-247

notators in different ways is the degree to which a248

task is defined by what you should do versus what249

you should not do.3 Investigating such framing ef-250

fects in detail is outside the scope of this paper and251

would require meticulous experiments with sub-252

tle changes in the languages. Some studies show253

gender differences in framing effects (Huang and254

Wang, 2010). Finally, Clarkson et al. (2015) found255

that conservatives exhibit greater self-control rela-256

tive to liberals due to their enhanced endorsement257

of free will. This potentially makes conservatives258

more prone to confirmation bias (Baron and Jost,259

2019) and more reluctant to follow complex guide-260

lines and more reluctant to change (Salvi et al.,261

2016). This may explain our observation below262

that (male) conservatives disagree the most with263

other groups.264

4 Experiments265

Modifications of guidelines To be able to com-266

pare annotations resulting from different guidelines,267

3Examples of the former can be found in G1, e.g., if the
text is [. . . ] you should select Reject, while G4 contains
examples of the latter, e.g., a candidate that [. . . ] should not
be accepted.

some modifications of the guidelines were neces- 268

sary: Firstly, the Morante et al. (2020) guideline 269

(G1) was changed from token-level (marking spans 270

of claims in documents) to sentence-level annota- 271

tion, and an extra task of identifying claim source 272

was omitted. Secondly, the topics used in Levy 273

et al. (2018) (G2) and Shnarch et al. (2018) (G4) 274

are different from those in Stab et al. (2018) (as de- 275

scribed earlier). The data we are using in this study 276

is from Stab et al. (2018) (see the next section for 277

a description of the data), where topics are short 278

and without stance, and therefore we changed the 279

wording of the topics in G2 and G4, such that they 280

could work with the topics "cloning" and "mini- 281

mum wage". Specifically, in G2 and G4, the exam- 282

ple topic (which is the same for both guidelines) 283

"We should ban the sale of violent video games to 284

minors" was changed to "Banning the sale of vio- 285

lent video games to minors". Furthermore, in G2, 286

we changed the wording of a rule-of-thumb from 287

If it is natural to say "I (don’t) think that <topic>, 288

because <marked statement>", then... to instead 289

being If it is natural to say "I (don’t) think that 290

<topic> is good, because <statement>", then... 291

and in that guideline, we also removed the underlin- 292

ing of claims/statements in the example sentences. 293

Thirdly, Stab et al. (2018) have not published their 294

guideline, and therefore we constructed a guideline 295

based on the description in their paper and sent it 296

to the authors who confirmed the similarity. 297

Data collection From the corpus created by Stab 298

et al. (2018) for cross-topic argument mining, we 299

re-annotated 600 sentences. The source is web 300

documents and a wide range of text types within 301

eight controversial topics. Of the 600 sentences 302

we extracted from their corpus, half is from the 303

cloning topic half from the minimum wage topic, i.e. 304

two distant topics; one from the medical domain 305

and one from the political domain. Each sentence 306

was annotated following G1–4 and, within each 307

guideline, by four individuals with different de- 308

mographic backgrounds. We defined demographic 309

backgrounds by gender identifications (female or 310

male) and political alignments (liberal or conser- 311

vative). This means that each sentence was re- 312

annotated a total of 16 times. Annotators were 313

recruited through Prolific with the relevant demo- 314

graphic backgrounds and a US nationality as pre- 315

screening conditions, and they performed the anno- 316

tation task in a Qualtrics survey. Annotators who 317

passed the pre-screening were also given a survey 318
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on their background to confirm the pre-screening319

conditions and to get further information that could320

serve as confounding factors: age, ethnicity, and321

education. Survey question formulations followed322

well-tested standards from European Social Survey323

and US Census. The number of annotators, and the324

number of sentences each annotator received, were325

balanced across groups and guidelines (see table326

5 in the appendix for more information). Lastly,327

while G1 and G4 asks annotators to select a bi-328

nary label (1: claim or no claim, 4: Accept or329

reject), G2 and G3 asks for one of three possible330

labels (2: Accept_pro, Accept_con or Reject, 3:331

supporting argument, opposing argument or no ar-332

gument). Therefore, to be able to compare the333

annotations across both guidelines and demograph-334

ics, we binarized all non-binary annotations before335

the model training and analysis, such that 1 equals336

a claim/accept/supporting argument/opposing argu-337

ment, and 0 equals no claim/reject/no argument.338

Models We fine-tuned BERT-base on one topic339

and evaluated on the other using each of the 16 sets340

of re-annotated sentences. We used a batch size of341

5, learning rate of 5e-5 and fine-tuned each model342

over 5 epochs and 10 random seeds (of which we343

took the majority label). The models were fine-344

tuned and tested with binarized labels. We then345

fine-tuned BERT-base and a model for multi-task346

learning on the entire corpus of Stab et al. (2018),347

the source of the re-annotated sentences, but those348

600 sentences were removed from the training and349

validation set of the corpus before fine-tuning, leav-350

ing approx. 17,000 sentences, herein approx. 3,500351

sentences from the cloning and minimum wage top-352

ics. We used Huggingface’s BertForSequenceClas-353

sification for the single-task setup, and for multi-354

task learning, we used Microsoft’s MT-DNN (Liu355

et al., 2019, 2020) with a pre-trained BERT-base356

as the main (shared) layer and eight classification357

heads, i.e. for for each topic. Using 5 epochs, a358

batch size of 8, cross-entropy loss for MT-DNN,359

and otherwise default hyperparameters, we trained360

and tested each model over 10 random seeds and361

collected the majority predictions for analysis.4362

5 Analysis363

Demographic (dis)parity We analyze the inter-364

action between the positive rate of binarized anno-365

4Scripts for training and testing with MT-DNN and BERT,
as well as all model outputs, are available on www.github.
com/...

tations and four variables of interest: the guideline 366

and three demographic attributes of the annotator: 367

gender, political alignment, and age. Expectedly, 368

positive rates differ between guidelines: the guide- 369

line containing most requirements for detecting a 370

claim (G4) also exhibits the lowest positive rates. 371

This holds for all annotators, but there are notable 372

gaps between the positive rates of female/male and 373

liberal/conservative annotations with G2–4: males 374

and conservatives – and especially male conserva- 375

tives – annotate more sentences as claims or argu- 376

ments than other annotators. The following will 377

explore the differences across demographic groups 378

of the annotators. We analyze the per guideline dif- 379

ference in positive rates between all groups: female 380

liberal (FL), male liberal (ML), female conserva- 381

tive (FC) and male conservative (MC), shown in 382

Figure 2. The differences vary greatly between 383

groups, and most importantly, they vary in a mean- 384

ingful way; we observe minor differences between 385

groups that are, from a social science empirical 386

perspective, also more similar: female conserva- 387

tives are more similar to male liberals than to male 388

conservatives and female liberals; all groups are 389

distant from male conservatives; male conserva- 390

tives are in particular distant from female liberals. 391

Table 2 summarizes where significant differences 392

were found using χ2 test. G2–4 exhibit significant 393

differences across political spectrum and gender, 394

and annotations with G3 and G4 also show signifi- 395

cant differences across ages. Only G1 exhibits no 396

significant proportional differences in labels across 397

these three attributes. The positive rate is higher 398

for middle-aged (31–40) annotators, and this is a 399

bit more pronounced for conservatives. See Figure 400

8 in the appendix. Since the group of male con- 401

servative annotators are on average older than the 402

other groups, it is reasonable to question whether 403

age may be a mediator for the relationship between 404

this group and its higher fraction of positive an- 405

notations. We, therefore, performed a mediation 406

analysis, and we found that there is no mediation 407

effect of age. 408

G1 G2 G3 G4

Political spectrum ns ≤0.01 ≤0.0001 ≤0.001
Gender ns ≤0.01 ≤0.01 ≤0.001
Age ns ns ≤0.01 ≤0.0001

Table 2: p-values from χ2 tests of differences of label
frequencies given different backgrounds across the four
guidelines.
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Figure 2: Absolute difference in positive rates of bina-
rized annotations.

Agreement We measure the inter-annotator409

agreement with Cohen’s κ between each set of410

annotations from each guideline, and for all guide-411

lines, we find the highest agreement within genders412

and political alignments (Figure 3). The lowest413

agreements are found between male conservatives414

and all other groups, even female conservatives.415

This aligns with findings in social science that fe-416

male conservatives are more liberal than male con-417

servatives (Welch, 1985; Bonica et al., 2015). We418

note that when measuring the agreement between419

females–males and liberal–conservatives (both at420

approx. 0.2 highest κ-score), i.e. of higher-level421

groups, there is a lot of information loss, including422

insight to considerable disagreements between fe-423

male and male conservatives. We emphasize that424

more fine-grained knowledge of background (in-425

cluding more attributes) expose such hidden pat-426

terns. We also see, in Figure 3, that the agree-427

ment varies depending on guidelines. G3, based428

on Stab et al. (2018), has low differences in agree-429

ment.Counterintuitively, the guideline exhibiting430

the lowest difference in label distributions (and pos-431

itive rates), i.e. G1, also shows low agreement. We432

include examples of sentences that were easiest to433

agree on (Table 7) and more difficult to agree on434

(Table 8-11) in the appendix.435

We compare our annotations to the original from436

Stab et al. (2018) in 4. For three out of four guide-437

lines, annotations by liberals match the original438

annotations best. The min-max difference in agree-439

ment is fairly equal across G2–3, with a difference440

of 0.2. Even though Figure 3 show that G3 has441

the most stable cross-group agreement, when we442

compare them to the original annotations, there is443

a clear hierarchy in the agreements, indicating that444

the original annotators were likely liberal and also445

Figure 3: Agreement by Cohen’s κ between the 600
(binarized) annotations from each group. The line indi-
cates guideline means.

mostly female. The higher mean Cohen’s kappa 446

scores may also be explained by using female, lib- 447

eral annotators, as they are agreeing most with 448

other groups, as we saw in Figure 3. 449

Algorithmic bias We have so far shown that an- 450

notator bias exists in the annotation of arguments. 451

We now investigate the consequence of guideline 452

differences and annotator bias on model perfor- 453

mance. As described in §4, we firstly trained and 454

tested models, cross-topic, on each combination of 455

the 16 sets of annotations. Figure 9 and 10 show 456

the results, but here we focus on the cross-group 457

and cross-guideline differences. Models trained on 458

data annotated using different guidelines produce 459

significantly different cross-group performances. 460

The bottom half of Table 3 shows that cross-group 461

F1-scores differ significantly when comparing all 462

guidelines except G1 and G3. The top half of Table 463

3 shows that cross-guideline F1-scores are signifi- 464

cantly different when comparing the scores of mod- 465

els trained by annotations by male conservatives 466

to models trained on both annotations by female 467

conservatives as well as by female liberals. This 468

aligns with the findings above, that male conserva- 469

tives disagree more with other groups. We then, as 470

described in §4, fine-tuned BERT and MT-DNN on 471

the entire original dataset. From Figure 4, we infer 472

that annotations from male conservatives are most 473

likely underrepresented in the dataset of Stab et al. 474

(2018). In effect, the large models systematically 475

perform worse when evaluated on this group’s an- 476

notations. With BERT, we see that the min-max dif- 477

ference between groups is more pronounced when 478

data is annotated using G1 and G3 (Figure 5b). G1 479

also stands out with MT-DNN. However, χ2 tests 480

with proportions of correct and incorrect predic- 481
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Figure 4: Agreement between the original annotations
from the (Stab et al., 2018) dataset and each set of
our new annotations. Note that our κ-scores for G3
(Stab et al., 2018) is higher than those reported for non-
experts in Stab et al. (2018). This indicates that our an-
notation setup is generally of high quality and that low
levels of agreement across groups reflect group differ-
ences rather than poor annotation conditions. We also
compared our annotations to those gathered in a pilot
study on mTurk, likewise findng the highest agreement
with G3, with a κ-score of .34.

tions of MT-DNN tells us that group differences482

within each guideline are only significant when483

including MC. I.e. differences in performance be-484

tween FL, ML and FC are not significant given the485

same guideline, which again stresses the bias to-486

wards this group. Differences between guidelines487

for each group are significant at the 95% signif-488

icance level for all except MC. This aligns with489

findings from social science, described in §3, that490

conservatives may be more reluctant to change, and491

we do not see the same pattern with female con-492

servatives.Based on the above analysis, it seems493

that differences in annotator bias, depending on494

task definitions, cannot be simply explained by dif-495

ferences in guideline complexity. If this were the496

case, we would expect that more complex tasks,497

given by G3 and G4, contain more instances of498

ambiguity where intuition will play are larger role499

in the annotations, and vice versa, we would ex-500

pect less intuition-lead annotations with G1 and G2.501

This may hold true when comparing positive rates,502

but when comparing agreement and model perfor-503

mance, differences seem to derive from annotator504

characteristics, with especially one demographic505

group standing out.506

6 Related Work507

Evaluating argument annotation schemes Ar-508

gument annotation schemes (and specifically argu-509

Mean diff. p-value

FC FL 0.02 ns
FC MC 0.16 ≤0.001
FC ML 0.08 ns
FL MC 0.14 ≤0.001
FL ML 0.06 ns
MC ML -0.08 ns

G1 G2 -0.11 ≤0.01
G1 G3 0.03 ns
G1 G4 -0.21 ≤0.001
G2 G3 0.14 ≤0.001
G2 G4 -0.09 ≤0.01
G3 G4 -0.24 ≤0.001

Table 3: We test the cross-topic performance of all
pairs of annotations and perform pairwise, two-tailed
student’s t-test of F1-scores, with Tukey’s post hoc cor-
rection. The top half shows results from models eval-
uated on annotations from different guidelines (than
train data), but by annotators with the same demo-
graphic attributes as train data and comparing these
cross-guideline results to those of other demographic
groups. The bottom half shows results from cross-
group evaluations, evaluating models on annotations
from a different demographic group (than train data)
but using the same guideline as train data. All cross-
group and cross-guideline scores can be found in the
appendix in Figure 9 and 10.

ment schemes that define the annotation of relations 510

between argumentative discourse units) have been 511

theoretically compared and evaluated extensively 512

(Bentahar et al., 2010; Lippi and Torroni, 2016; 513

Lawrence and Reed, 2019; Visser et al., 2021), and 514

to a lesser degree practically, or directly, by annotat- 515

ing the same data with different guidelines (Haber- 516

nal et al., 2014). Most related to ours, in terms of 517

practically comparing annotations deriving from 518

different annotation guidelines, is the work of Lin- 519

dahl et al. (2019) who investigate annotations of 520

argument schemes, following the schemes by Wal- 521

ton et al. (2008). Here, an argument – consisting 522

of a conclusion and a set of premises – is given 523

an additional label reflecting the type (scheme) of 524

the argument constructed, such as argument from 525

analogy, practical reasoning, or argument from 526

consequences. They find low inter-annotator agree- 527

ment in both the selected schemes and the selected 528

conclusion and premises and observe that anno- 529

tators may recognize and annotate argument con- 530

clusions, premises and types very differently, even 531

when having expert (linguistic) knowledge5. 532

5The challenges in identifying argument schemes and pos-
sible ways of improving schemes and annotation guidelines
have also previously been identified by Musi et al. (2016).
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(a) Fine-tuned BERT. Baseline on original annotations accuracy = 0.802, F1 = 0.8.
(b) BERT min-max absolute dif-
ference in F1-scores.

(c) MT-DNN. Baseline on original annotations: accuracy = 0.823, F1 = 0.819.
(d) MT-DNN min-max absolute
difference in F1-scores.

Figure 5: These models are trained on all 8 topics and tested on our 300 sentences from the topics cloning and
minimum wage, which we have re-annotated and removed from the training data. MT-DNN is trained with the 8
topics as separate tasks, and predictions are made with the classification heads for the two topics of interest.

Annotator bias Geva et al. (2019) show that con-533

ditioning on annotator ID leads to better perfor-534

mance in question answering and natural language535

inference (NLI). Al Kuwatly et al. (2020) inves-536

tigate annotator bias in hate speech classification,537

focusing on the role of gender, first language, age538

and education on annotators’ ability to identify539

personal attacks and on model performance and540

find all variables except gender to affect the an-541

notation of hate speech. A different approach is542

taken by Gururangan et al. (2018) who investigate543

what they call annotation artifacts in NLI datasets,544

and they find that simple classifiers perform well545

when only observing the hypothesis without the546

premise, likely due to the framing of the annotation547

task.Recently, Prabhakaran et al. (2021) investi-548

gated the impact of label aggregation (e.g. majority549

vote) on demographic biases, showing that aggre-550

gation under-represents, or ignores, a substantial551

number of annotators, and they encourage to re-552

lease more information about annotators and trans-553

parency of selection biases. Davani et al. (2021)554

further tests the effectiveness of using individuals’555

annotations in a multi-task learning scheme and556

find it outperforms majority voting.557

Fairness The paper contributes to the fairness lit-558

erature by pointing out how group-level biases may559

have a severe influence on our gold standards. Fair560

NLP models should be insensitive to protected at- 561

tributes such as gender and political leaning. How 562

exactly fairness is defined varies, with some see- 563

ing fairness as (approximately) equal positive class 564

rates (or equal odds) (Hardt et al., 2016; Ghassami 565

et al., 2018), and others seeing fairness as (approx- 566

imately) equal risk (Donini et al., 2018) or equal 567

error (Zafar et al., 2017). Our study has been fo- 568

cused on fairness defined by demographic parity. 569

See Williamson and Menon (2019) and Mehrabi 570

et al. (2021) for surveys of fairness definitions. 571

7 Conclusion 572

We have shown that annotator bias is sensitive to 573

task definitions. By re-annotating data from two 574

domains of online debate, using four guidelines and 575

four groups of annotators with distinctly different 576

demographic backgrounds known to affect argu- 577

mentation (political leaning and gender), we find 578

significant differences in demographic disparity, 579

agreement and algorithmic bias depending on both 580

the guideline and the background of the annotators. 581

Differences in group disparity are not explained 582

by task complexity; instead they seem to be driven 583

by social characteristics from the differences in 584

demographic backgrounds. 585
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Ethics Statement586

We present experiments with annotators that are587

grouped by their gender and political leaning. An-588

notators were also asked about the level of edu-589

cation and ethnicity, but since we did not balance590

based on these attributes, we did not include fur-591

ther analysis based on these attributes. We note592

that most annotators identified as white and were593

college-educated, which is important to keep in594

mind for the interpretation of our results. The anno-595

tators provided demographic information voluntar-596

ily and consented to the sharing of this information597

for research purposes. Annotators were paid an598

average of $10.7 hourly wage, exceeding the US599

federal minimum wage ($7.25). Our work shows600

the importance of recruiting a balanced set of an-601

notators and considering the impact of guideline602

biases across different demographics. We encour-603

age others to do further analyses using our data.604

We hope this work will contribute to pushing for a605

more fair dataset and model development.606
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A Appendix836

We present the guidelines used for annotating the837

referenced corpora either as screenshots of the ac-838

tual guidelines, when these are provided by the839

authors or as extracts from the articles, describing840

the annotation rules and process. The slightly mod-841

ified guidelines are available on www.github.842

com/....843
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Figure 6: Annotation guidelines of Levy et al. (2018)

Figure 7: Annotation guidelines of Shnarch et al. (2018). Besides the general instructions shown here, the guideline
also includes some examples.
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(Stab et al., 2018) We define an argument as a span of text expressing evidence or reasoning that
can be used to either support or oppose a given topic. An argument need not be

“direct´´ or self-contained – it may presuppose some common or domain knowledge
or the application of commonsense reasoning – but it must be unambiguous in its
orientation to the topic. (...) unlike (other) models, which are typically used to
represent (potentially deep or complex) argument structures at the discourse level,
ours is a flat model that considers arguments in isolation from their surrounding
context. A great advantage of this approach is that it allows annotators to clas-
sify text spans without reading large amounts of context and without considering
relations to other topics or arguments. (...) Annotators classified the sentences
using a browser-based interface that presents a set of instructions, a topic, a list
of sentences, and a multiple-choice form for specifying whether each sentence is a
supporting argument, an opposing argument, or not an argument with respect to the
topic.

Table 4: Extracts from Stab et al. (2018) describing the rules and process of annotation.
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No. annotators Avg. sent
G

1 L
IB

.
♀ 65 9.2
♂ 66 9.1

C
O

N
.

♀ 61 9.8
♂ 62 9.7

G
2 L

IB
.

♀ 66 9.1
♂ 62 9.7

C
O

N
.

♀ 62 9.7
♂ 61 9.8

G
3 L

IB
.

♀ 65 9.2
♂ 66 9.1

C
O

N
.

♀ 62 9.7
♂ 64 9.4

G
4 L

IB
.

♀ 61 9.8
♂ 64 9.4

C
O

N
.

♀ 63 9.5
♂ 63 9.5

1013 9.5

Table 5: The table shows the number of annotators
and the average number of sentences annotated by each
annotator, given a guideline and a demographic back-
ground. The number of annotators and sentences are
balanced. Sentences were randomized.

label Non-
argument

Opposing
argument

Supporting
argument

pol

conservative 403 372 425
liberal 517 360 323

Table 6: Example of a contingency table for G3, with
label proportions given the political alignment attribute.
Contingency tables and χ2-tests were made for each
guideline and attribute of interest (political alignment,
gender and age).
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Figure 8: Interactions between variables (guideline, political alignment, gender and age) in terms of positive rate
(the mean of binary labels).

Figure 9: Cross-topic performance with binary F1 – evaluating models on annotations from different guidelines
(than train data) but by annotators with the same demographic attributes as train data. Means from left to right:
0.55, 0.61, 0.53, 0.69.

Figure 10: Cross-topic performance with binary F1 – evaluating models on annotations from annotators with
different demographic attributes (than train data) but from the same annotation guideline as train data. Means from
left to right: 0.68, 0.57, 0.71, 0.48.
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topic sentence label1 label2 label3 label4

Cloning God Bless you man. NO CLAIM Reject Non-
argument

Reject

Minimum
wage

Regular increases allow workers’ wages
to keep pace with inflation.

CLAIM Accept/Con Supporting
argument1

Accept

Minimum
wage

Scarda says that the downside to a $15
minimum wage is that some minimum
wage earners will lose their jobs or have
their hours cut.

CLAIM Accept/Con2 Opposing ar-
gument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Proponents of minimum wages argue
that giving workers more disposable in-
come puts money back into the economy,
which in turn creates jobs.

CLAIM Accept/Pro Supporting
argument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Despite the inevitable negative outcomes
that will surely result from a $ 15 mini-
mum wage – we’ve already seen negative
effects in Seattle’s restaurant industry –
politicians and unions seem intent on en-
gaging in an activity that could be de-
scribed as an “economic death wish.

CLAIM Accept/Con3 Opposing ar-
gument

Accept

Minimum
wage

Raising the wage will make it more ex-
pensive to hire younger and low-skill
workers.

CLAIM Accept/Pro Opposing
argument4

Accept

Table 7: Examples of sentences that were easy to annotate with all guidelines, based on all annotators agreeing on
whether the sentence contained a claim/argument or not. Numbering signifies instances with one disagreement wrt
stance: 1MC disagreed and chose Opposing argument; 2FL disagreed and chose Accept/Pro; 3MC disagreed and
chose Accept/Pro; 4FC disagreed and chose Supporting argument. Agreeing on the stance of the argument is more
difficult than agreeing on whether it is an argument at all.
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label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Accept / Con
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Non-argument
ML Non-argument
FC Non-argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Accept

Table 8: Lebowski-isms aside, among academics, the
minimum wage debate really has become a war over
arcane methodological differences.

label
guideline group

1 FL NO CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC NO CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Accept / Pro
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Supporting argument
ML Non-argument
FC Non-argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Accept
FC Reject
MC Accept

Table 9: In cloning, the nucleus of an ordinary cell,
such as skin or muscle, is placed in an egg from which
the nucleus has been removed.

label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML CLAIM
FC NO CLAIM
MC CLAIM

2 FL Accept / Pro
ML Reject
FC Accept / Pro
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Non-argument
ML Non-argument
FC Supporting argument
MC Supporting argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Reject

Table 10: The White House proposed to increase mini-
mum wages to $10.10.

label
guideline group

1 FL CLAIM
ML NO CLAIM
FC CLAIM
MC NO CLAIM

2 FL Accept / Con
ML Accept / Pro
FC Reject
MC Accept / Pro

3 FL Supporting argument
ML Supporting argument
FC Non-argument
MC Opposing argument

4 FL Reject
ML Reject
FC Reject
MC Reject

Table 11: And, of course, you can also expect to hear
conservatives shout back that the idea is a job killer.
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